Subject: Fwd: Where to put it?
Date: August 29, 2011 6:15:05 PM GMT-04:00
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:25 PM
Subject: Fw: Fwd: Fw: Where to put it?

Date: August 18, 2011 4:01:58 PM GMT-04:00
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:20 PM
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Subject: Where to put it?

Where, oh where -- to put Obama's picture?
George Washington, our nation's first president and leader
ofthe American Revolution!

Abe Lincoln, honorable leader who pulled our nation through its darkest time!

Alexander Hamilton, founding father, first Secretary of the Treasury and leader of the constitutional convention!

Andrew Jackson, "Old Hickory " fought the British in New Orleans !

Ulysses Grant, Union army general, led the North through the Civil War!

Ulysses Grant, Union army general, led the North through the Civil War!

Ben Franklin, genius inventor, political theorist and leading author of the Constitution.

Finally, we have someone to put on the food stamp!!!

Obama's policies have put more people on welfare than any president before him, so this placement is most appropriate.
Unlike the Nobel Peace Prize, for which he did nothing, this is an "honor" he richly deserves.

Here are some facts and cogent analysis presented by an informed person who puts his reputation on the line,
not an anonymous propaganda hit man for hire.

3 Reality-Based Charts Your Right-Wing Relatives Will Have a Hard Time Ignoring
By Dave Johnson, Blog for Our Future
Posted on August 29, 2011, Printed on August 30, 2011
http://www.alternet.org/story/152201/3_reality-based_charts_your_right-wing_relatives_will_have_a_hard_time_ignoring

Problem: Your right-wing brother-in-law is plugged into the FOX-Limbaugh lie machine, and keeps sending you emails about "Obama spending"
and "Obama deficits" and how the "Stimulus" just made things worse.
Solution: Here are three "reality-based" charts to send to him. These charts show what actually happened.
Spending

Government spending increased dramatically under Bush. It has not increased much under Obama. Note that this chart does not reflect any spending
cuts resulting from deficit-cutting deals.
Deficits

Notes, this chart includes Clinton's last budget year for comparison.
The numbers in these two charts come from Budget of the United States Government: Historical Tables Fiscal Year 2012. They are just the amounts
that the government spent and borrowed, period, Anyone can go look then up. People who claim that Obama "tripled the deficit" are either misled or
are trying to mislead.
The Stimulus and Jobs

In this chart, the RED lines on the left side -- the ones that keep doing DOWN -- show what happened to jobs under the policies of Bush and the
Republicans. We were losing lots and lots of jobs every month, and it was getting worse and worse.The BLUE lines -- the ones that just go UP -show what happened to jobs when the stimulus was in effect. We stopped losing jobs and started gaining jobs, and it was getting better and better. The
leveling off on the right side of the chart shows what happened as the stimulus started to wind down: job creation leveled off at too low a level.
It looks a lot like the stimulus reversed what was going on before the stimulus.
Conclusion: THE STIMULUS WORKED BUT WAS NOT ENOUGH!
More False Things
These are just three of the false things that everyone "knows." Some others are (click through): Obama bailed out the banks, businesses will hire if
they get tax cuts, health care reform cost $1 trillion, Social Security is a Ponzi Scheme or is "going broke", government spending "takes money out of
the economy."
Why This Matters
These things really matter. We all want to fix the terrible problems the country has. But it is so important to know just what the problems are before
you decide how to fix them. Otherwise the things you do to try to solve those problems might just make them worse. If you get tricked into thinking
that Obama has made things worse and that we should go back to what we were doing before Obama -- tax cuts for the rich, giving giant corporations

and Wall Street everything they want -- when those are the things that caused the problems in the first place, then we will be in real trouble.

